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fine Bhreds and stirred until not the slightest whiter fragment
of undisBolved Boap can he Been in samples taken from time
to time, the latter: being quite homogeneous.
Home practical men look upon hrown d6gras as being
stronger than that of lighten: colour—an opinion that is de-
void of foundation, the colour being derived Bolely from tho
use of Borne dark fish oil in the manufacturing process.
However, tho desire of consumers to have a dark-coloured
degras can he easily gratified by suitably colouring tho con-
tents of the pan whilst still hot. Tho best means for effecting
this is to add a very strong decoction of tan or tannin extract.
This solution is poured into tho d6gras as a thin stream, ami
stirred until tho whole mass has acquired an even colour. In
this ease also it is desirable for the buttery consistency to bo
retained. When a good sample of degras is spread thickly
on a sheet of glass and held up to the light, it should have
a uniformly translucent appearance, without exhibiting lighter
or darker patches.
lllac.k 'Ddyras.— This product is obtained by stirring
degras up with tan or tannin extract, and then, whilst still
hot, adding a small quantity of green vitriol solution, followed
by protracted stirring. The whole mass quickly stains a
deep black, and tho product is highly suitable for greasing
black leather, which is desired to be supple, and not to
become hard and brittle when wet.
Ddgrati from Washi Fat.—By suitable treatment, any fat
that is almost unfit for other purposes, owing to the presence
of impurities, can be converted into cMgras. Tims, a useful
and profitable degras is obtained from the dark and evil-
smolling fat recovered by boiling bones in an advanced state
of decomposition. For this purpose tho fat is heated to
'250" to "Jf)f>" R in a pan lor half an hour with, constant
stirring. .A. very disagreeable smell is given off, and the
contents of the pan aro next stirred up with. 1 to 5 per coat,
of | per cent, soda solution, followed by the potash as already
described. In this way, and witl^Gfr^
a brown <16gras is generally o^fa^mdd that will do all
1)0 reasonably expected of it,'.''^f/	v
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